
7/19/74 

Dear Don, 

As soon a we thLisho1 apoalcing yesterday I wrote 1)ave, 

if you have any way of knowing when he will be phoned, pa,haps it woulc, be 
good if I wore with his. I'm wilAug to go them so that we can get going faster 
if you know or if you think it would be helpful. 

(anurariy, becau-y, of all 	uork I'm trying to do, I an reluctant to leave, 
which means Laving work.) 

I wrote you yesterday but you phoned before our first oimtgoing nay]' today. 

Bemuse I'm expecting a reporter 	io overdue and dhould pull in any Minute, 
not halrina phoned to aay ho is lost, I'll be brief. 

I hoar from a completely dependable 000rce that Sherman Skolnick claims he has a 
specialkiud of association with you. If true it will be fatal to you and to the 
sumess of your projects. in the long run. he is not what ha apdears to be. 2.nd ho is 
persuasive. 

AS I have tried to explain to you, you are relatively nuw to this field. You 
will come to know that you eanF",t ap.idy normal standarde or make jadavamto as in 
al your life you have learned to do. It may mem irrational but you will loam it 
is thu rL.ality. The solo question is when you wilL leara. Thin mans at what cost. 

Going nldhe with this is a mythology invented by those with neither c' 	=: 
experience nor a basis for who:: they believe to be knooledtde about Lou dirty govern-
ment really works and he the spouts do. The mythology has wide aeouptanoc, each one 
Who rqpcats it adding a little and each addition gutting repeated before it is 
added to. 

It is cal greasy kid °tuff but it is all alko /naught with greet darer for anyone 
who does sore than publicize Liz ii her ideas. 

t is also one of my reasons for separatlateelf fro.i almost avermaa boo .use 
the not result of all of this silly stuff, which I know is ausually well-intended, is 
the destruction of all credibility except for those whose belief 'Laker:, AD real difference. 

One of the reasons for my wanting you to be able to come here is so that you will 
not have to take my word for anytning. I much prefer for poopis to be able. to damanA 
at nAy point, "prove it." Whnn I do the difference is enormous. 

In gmeral I have always wanted to help those who can be efilective to lee able to 
avoid the pitfalls. I now have a more specifio reason for wanting this. 

What you do can be negated behind the scenes, with no hand showing. This is the way 
it works. Tap.ai and documanto are -produced, they have oroUbility, and those to when 
they are shown are influesood. We can',t present this. But we can avoid arming others. 
This kind of thing has anhanood credibility because it is done for the spocko commereia4y, 
not by spooks. I can show you carbons of transcripts of my own appearances, bills rendered, 
checks in paymont for the service - the whole works. 

aat you hoNre .faced on th' RFX novie in nothing to whet you will face and what it 
can cost,please believe we until I can show you. 

I do urge caution of you because) successful properties cau be killed vith mos, 
and the good they can do is wasted. When you are Lore I'm sure you'll be without doubt. 

The amateurs believe their own fictions. Sinoerely. Dot they are fictions. The qtr 
is what has 'to be matendad with. 	Best regards, 
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PERSONAL AD 

TO: BILL AND ENILY 

(H01.1 .(ARE) SAVE (EVERY) LIVE(INDIAN)LIST SLIDE (THIS) 
(END).(DAY) TARY (UNITED) (STATES) (SORRY) LIED SALE EEL 
(IN) (No) FAST SLAP (NOW) (FRANK) (RONALD) SLAM (NOW). 
(HEARD) CRAWL LIVE SUE.MOM IDED (SO) (SAYS) (ANNIE) 
LAG WHEN HEAR (NOW) AID (CAR) (ANY) LAND (HO) SLEEK CALL 
NAP. YOU JAR (GO) SCENT (NOW) HAT (JOB) (OPT) SLAY HAND 
CAN (DO) CLEAN SAVE ,'SLIP EAT (THIS) CHOP (BLOCK) CAR YOU 
(CAN) (EAT) BAR (C11:2EN) CAB PLEA MAR (TART) WISE. (CAR) a.a, 
(ON) (Now) SIT CHASE (COME) SAT (US) WAS HIT (HALL) NOR 
(USE) (PILL) CLAM /UNION) (LAKE) (AS) HATE. 213-3910533 
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